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+441282871212 - http://the3kingstakeaway.co.uk/?
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On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of The 3 Kings from Pendle. Currently, there are 15 meals
and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also contact

them through their website. What User likes about The 3 Kings:
Now, what can I say, ordered in the app an hour later and no delievery, I have the shop and nothing but

apologies (there is app not working) , even was apologised by the actual manager who was so polite and
remained apologised. we go here all the time and this is the only mistake they have ever made! very

recommended! beautiful personal beautiful eating, even if they can treat in high demand! read more. What Tif M
doesn't like about The 3 Kings:

If you go into store, you get a very good takeaway and friendly service. Opt for delivery however and you get a
wrong, cold order which takes longer than they specify. The last 4 orders I've made over the last few months

have been cold, incorrect and late. When I call to get an update I get a rude response and hung up on. You've
unfortunately lost a customer after tonight's attempt. read more. In The 3 Kings in Pendle, they prepare tasty
pizza using a time-honored method, served straight out of the oven, And of course, you should also try the

scrumptious burgers, with sides such as fries, salads, or wedges served. In addition, you can indulge your
palate with various delicious meals from the Turkish cuisine, such as chicken kebab or a spicy lentil or bulgur

salad.
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Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
MAYO

Ca�on�
CALZONE

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Carn� d� Ma�� - vo� Rin�
MIXED GRILL

Sauce�
KNOBLAUCHSAUCE

India�
GARLIC NAAN

NAAN

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

GARLIC

CHICKEN

BEEF

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

PIZZA

BREAD

SALAD

LAMB
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